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2 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. He1. IntroductionIn traditional veri�cation methods for shared variable concurrent programs suchas the well-known Owicki & Gries system [OwG76], veri�cation can only be per-formed after the whole system has been constructed. This is considered unsat-isfactory from the development point of view for two reasons. First, the fullimplementation usually is very complicated and takes a long time to build. It istherefore in general very di�cult to verify the system when the whole construc-tion has been �nished, because by then all the useful intuition used during thedesign process has been lost, and the veri�cation can be as hard as building thewhole system from the scratch again. The second and probably more compellingreason is that if the veri�cation is only conducted after all the implementationshave been completed, an early design error will cause most of the later designwork to be discarded. Therefore in a constructive methodology, a speci�cationis moved gradually, step by step, to its �nal implementation. Each design step ischecked as soon as it is carried out, and the correctness of these individual stepstogether guarantees the correctness of whole system, so that when one designstep goes wrong, the designers only need to return to the place before that stepand start from there, instead of the very beginning again.Therefore, there has been a considerable amount of e�ort recently in devel-oping what are known as compositional methods; they allow the satisfaction ofa speci�cation by a system be veri�ed on the basis of speci�cations of its con-stituent components, without knowing the interior construction of those com-ponents. The major obstacle to compositionality in concurrency is the possibleinterference among processes. For example, to cope with interference, Owickiand Gries introduced an interference freedom test, which ensures that no asser-tions used in the proof of one process are invalidated by the execution of anotherprocess. Their interference freedom test was formulated in such a way that theknowledge of the complete system code is assumed. The key point to achievecompositionality is to reformulate this interference freedom test.Actually, what is really relevant is not the structure of the interfering agents,but the e�ect of the interference. In a shared variable setting, the interferencebetween a component and its environment occurs when one or both of them up-dates a common state. Jones [Jon81] proposed to include such information in thespeci�cation, describing by a rely-condition and a guar-condition state changesfrom an environment and a component respectively. In this way, compositionalitycan indeed be achieved, and an outline of a compositional proof system for a largesubset of the Owicki & Gries language was given in [Jon81]. An initial attemptto give a semantic model for Jones' system was made by Aczel in an unpublishednote, and the results were cited in [deRo85]. The �rst mathematical treatmentof this approach (for a similar system for the full Owicki & Gries language) wasdeveloped by Stirling [Sti88]. Stirling proved that his system is sound and alsoindicated that his system is complete relative to the Owicki & Gries method.Stirling only dealt with partial correctness, but he provided an elegant frame-work, after which a number of more recent works have followed, e.g., [St�90,St�91a, St�91b, XuH91, Xu92], addressing also deadlock freedom and conver-gence.A large part of this paper is a synthesis of existing work of several authors, inparticular, Jones, Stirling, St�len and ourselves. The �rst contribution of thispaper is a systematic presentation: to begin with, a system for partial cor-rectness is presented, thereafter it is modi�ed for verifying deadlock freedom



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 3and convergence. The second contribution is a thorough discussion of the the-oretical foundation, especially the completeness issue. The last contribution isour observation that rely{guarantee method is a reformulation of the classicalOwicki & Gries method, and revealing the connection between these two meth-ods o�ers a deep understanding about veri�cation of shared variable programs.The paper is structured as follows: section 2 is a brief introduction to aprogramming language and an operational model of it. A proof system for partialcorrectness is given in section 3. In sections 4 and 5, we discuss how the rulescan be modi�ed to verify deadlock freedom and convergence. In sections 3 and 4,soundness and completeness are discussed for the concerned proof systems. Ashort discussion in section 6 about related topics concludes the paper.2. The language2.1. SyntaxThe language used in this paper is adopted from [OwG76]. It basically extendsDijkstra's guarded command language by parallel composition and a simple syn-chronisation statement. The syntax and a brief explanation of various languagestructures are as follows:P ::= �x := �e j P1;P2 j if b1 ! P12 � � �2 bn ! Pn � j while bdoP od jawait b then P end j P1 k P2:In the assignment statement, �x represents a vector of variables (x1; : : : ; xn), and�e represents a vector of expressions (e1; : : : ; en); both of them are of the samelength. The computations of expressions e1; : : : ; en in the assignment statementare assumed to be terminating, and moreover the execution the complete state-ment is considered as atomic, with x1; : : : ; xn being set to the values computedfor e1; : : : ; en. A vacuous assignment, such as �x := �x, is shortened to skip.In a sequential composition P ;Q, P is executed �rst, and if it terminates, Qis then executed. When more than one guards holds in the conditional state-ment if b1 ! P12 � � �2 bn ! Pn �, any of the corresponding programs Pi canbe selected for execution; when none of the guards hold, the process terminates.Iteration is represented by while bdoP od as usual. In both conditional anditeration statements, the evaluation of the boolean tests are atomic, but an en-vironment can interrupt between the boolean tests and the �rst action from thecorresponding program bodies.The two more complicated structures in this language are the parallel com-position and the await statement. The execution of each process is composedof atomic actions, and concurrency is modelled by nondeterministic interleavingof these actions of the constituent processes. In P k Q, P and Q are executedconcurrently, with atomic actions from two processes interleaving each other.Process P k Q is blocked if and only if both subprocesses are blocked. Parallelcomposition of n processes P1; : : : ; Pn, P1 k (P2 k (: : : k Pn) : : :), is simply writ-ten as P1 k P2 k : : : k Pn. Synchronisation and mutual exclusion are achievedby await b then P end, which in turn gives rise to the possibility of deadlock.When b holds, P will be executed without interruption; when b does not hold,the process is blocked and can only become active when the environment has setb to true. The meaning of an await statement is not very clear when its bodydoes not terminate. For partial correctness, this is not a problem, because one



4 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. Heis only required to show that any terminated state satis�es the post-condition.However, for total correctness, such behaviours should be ruled out. For the uni-formity of the paper, we stipulate that an await body always terminates, and weensure this by disallowing iteration and await structures in the body.2.2. Operational semanticsA state � is a mapping from program variables to some values. A con�gurationis a pair hP; �i, where P is either a program, or a special symbol E standing forthe end of a program, and � is a state. A transition is represented by a labelledarrow connecting the beginning and ending con�gurations. It is either of the formhP; �i c! hP 0; �0i, for a step from the component, or of the form hP; �i e! hP; �0i,for a step from the environment. That is, component and environment transi-tions are labelled by c and e respectively. Note also that the program part isnot changed in an environment transition. A component transition is enabled ata con�guration hP; �i, denoted by hP; �i c!, if there exist P 0 and �0 such thathP; �i c! hP 0; �0i; otherwise it is not enabled, and denoted by :hP; �i c!. Anenvironment transition is always enabled. The idea of dividing the actions intocomponent and environment ones was �rst suggested by Aczel. The importantcontribution of it is that this leads to a compositional semantics, namely, thesemantics of a compound statement can be de�ned as a function of the seman-tics of the two constituent statements. For the simplicity of the presentation,we de�ne the semantics along the line of [Sti88] in the style of Plotkin's Struc-tured Operational Semantics [Plo81], and show later that the semantics is indeedcompositional.The rule for an environment transition is:hP; �i e! hP; �0i; for arbitrary states � and �0:This again reects the compositionality of the semantics: to model possible tran-sitions from the environment, any state changes are allowed. Later, when pro-cesses are composed, the environment transitions of one process would be com-ponent transitions of another process, and the transitions whose occurrence isnot possible will be ruled out.The rules for component transition are as follows:h�x := �e; �i c! hE; (� : �x 7! �e)iHere (� : �x 7! �e) stands for a state function which is same as �except mapping �x to �e(�) (�e(�) is the value of expression �e in state �).hP ;Q; �i c! hP 0;Q; �0i, if hP; �i c! hP 0; �0i,hif b1 ! P12 � � �2 bn ! Pn �; �i c! hPi; �i, if � j= bi holds,hif b1 ! P12 � � �2 bn ! Pn �; �i c! hE; �i, if � 6j= (b1 _ � � � _ bn) holds,hwhile bdoP od; �i c! hP ;while bdoP od; �i, if � j= b holds,hwhile bdoP od; �i c! hE; �i, if � 6j= b holds,hawait b then P end; �i c! hE; �0i, if � j= b holds and there exist P1; : : : ; Pn,



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 5�1; : : : ; �n such that hP; �i c! hP1; �1i c! � � � c! hPn; �ni c! hE; �0i,hP k Q; �i c! hP 0 k Q; �0i, if hP; �i c! hP 0; �0i,hP k Q; �i c! hP k Q0; �0i, if hQ; �i c! hQ0; �0i,For notational convenience, let E;P def= P , P k E def= P and E k P def= P . Thisallows the following transition ruleshP ;Q; �i c! hQ; �0i, if hP; �i c! hE; �0i,hP k Q; �i c! hQ; �0i, if hP; �i c! hE; �0i,hP k Q; �i c! hP; �0i, if hQ; �i c! hE; �0ito be included as special cases of the ones presented before.2.3. ComputationFor a program P , a computation is any �nite or in�nite sequencehP0; �0i �1! hP1; �1i �2! � � � �n! hPn; �ni �n+1! � � � ; �i 2 fe; cg; i = 1; : : : ; n : : :where each transition satis�es the transition relation and P0 = P . We write cp[P ]for the set of all computations of P . Obviously, by this de�nition, cp[P ] is pre�xclosed. If � denotes the above computation, then de�ne�i def= hPi; �ii the (i+1)-th con�gurationTr(�; i) def= �i the i-th transition labelPr(�i) def= Pi the (i+1)-th program componentSt(�i) def= �i the (i+1)-th state component:Moreover, �[i; : : : ; j] represents the segment of � which starts with con�guration�i and ends with con�guration �j . If � is �nite, its length len(�) is the numberof transitions in it and �last is �len(�); if � is in�nite, len(�) is 1.3. A proof system for partial correctnessIn this section, we consider veri�cation of partial correctness, where the mainfocus is to establish a post-condition for �nal states of terminated computations.The rely{guarantee method was �rst proposed over ten years ago, but its closeconnection to Owicki & Gries method only becomes obvious in our recent searchfor a completeness proof. Let us consider an example:P1 :: x := x+ 1 k P2 :: x := x+ 2where P1 and P2 are names of the processes. The execution of an assignmentstatement is considered atomic, so if started with the value of x equal to 0, thisprogram ends with value of x equal to 3. In Owicki & Gries method, the �rststep is to annotate an assertion to every control point of each process and showthat the processes are locally correct (as if they were run in isolation) w.r.t theseassertions. For our example, we choose p1, q1, p2 and q2 as x = 0 _ x = 2,x = 1_x = 3, x = 0_x = 1 and x = 2_x = 3 respectively, and local veri�cationconsists of :



6 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. Hefp1g x := x+ 1 fq1gfp2g x := x+ 2 fq2g:Next, the interference freedom test is performed, in which every assertion usedin the local veri�cation is shown not invalidated by the execution of the otherprocess. In this simple case, it consists of four simple proofs:fp1 ^ p2g x := x+ 2 fp1gfq1 ^ p2g x := x+ 2 fq1gfp1 ^ p2g x := x+ 1 fp2gfp1 ^ q2g x := x+ 1 fq2g:Although this interference freedom test is formulated with the complete codeof the system, one could look at it from a di�erent angle. In the example, thetransition of P2 (which is considered as the environment of P1) is constrainedby the predicate (x = 0 _ x = 1) ^ (x0 = 2 _ x0 = 3), where x and x0 refer toprogram states before and after a transition. This fact su�ces to ensure thatthe assertions used in P1's local proof are not invalidated. Conversely, the sameholds for P2. This indicates that when interference information is recorded ina speci�cation, it can be used in the veri�cation of constituent processes, andconsequently no additional interference freedom test is needed, thus making themethod compositional.3.1. Speci�cation and correctnessA speci�cation describes conditions (called assumptions) under which the pro-gram is used, and the expected behaviours (called commitments) of the programwhen it is used under these conditions. The speci�cation proposed by Jones[Jon81] consists of a quadruple of predicates:(pre; rely; guar; post);where the assumption is composed of pre and rely, and the commitment iscomposed of guar and post. Besides program variables, logical (sometimes alsocalled freeze or rigid) variables are used in speci�cations. Logical variables do notoccur in programs, hence, their values are not changed during the execution andconsequently not recorded in states. In this paper, we use y to denote the vectorof program variables. Logical variables are usually indexed by 0 to distinguishthem from program variables (this also means program variables should not usesymbols indexed by 0), and denote the vector of all the logical variables by y0.Let y0 be y with each of its elements primed; it is used to refer to program statesafter a transition. The parameter dependence of the speci�cation predicates isgiven by pre(y; y0), rely(y; y0; y0), guar(y; y0; y0) and post(y; y0).Informally, a program P satis�es such a speci�cation, denoted by the cor-rectness formula P sat (pre; rely; guar; post), if1) P is invoked in a state which satis�es pre; and2) any environment transition satis�es rely;then 3) any component transition satis�es guar;4) if a computation terminates, the �nal state satis�es post:



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 7Jones originally suggested that rely and guar should be both reexive and tran-sitive (w.r.t. their �rst two parameters). This reects the abstraction of thesemantics at the proof theoretic level. However, speci�cations become di�cultto write when only reexive and transitive predicates are allowed as rely- andguarantee-conditions. Therefore, in favour of concise formulation, we only requirethese predicates to be reexive. This position is similar to that of Lamport in hisTemporal Logic of Actions [Lam95], where the so-called stuttering transitionsare built in the semantics.We now formalise these notions. In the following, let  be an arbitrary valu-ation for logical variables. Clearly, for a con�guration �, only the state part of itgives valuation for program variables, but we shall also write simply (�; ) j= pre,etc., since this causes no confusion. Let � be a computation, andA(pre; rely)() def= f� j (�o; ) j= pre; and for any transition�i e! �i+1 in �; (�i; �i+1; ) j= relygC(guar; post)() def= f� j for any transition �i c! �i+1 in �;(�i; �i+1; ) j= guar;and if len(�) <1^ Pr(�last) = E;then (�last; ) j= postg:Validity of the correctness formula is de�ned byj= P sat (pre; rely; guar; post)def= 8:cp[P ] \ A(pre; rely)() � C(guar; post)():Valid computations are those such that if they satisfy assumptions, then they alsosatisfy commitments. A program satis�es a speci�cation if all its computationsare valid. Note that in a computation, environment transitions are allowed evenwhen the component has completed execution (that is, has reached a con�gura-tion with an empty program), and therefore the post-condition must be satis�ednot only in the states in which the component has �nished the last transition,but also in the following states after any number of environment transitions.Although computations can be both �nite and in�nite, we only need to checkthe �nite computations in verifying partial correctness, because for any programif there is an in�nite computation which is invalid, there is also an invalid �nitecomputation. Therefore, if all the �nite computations are valid, then all thein�nite computations are valid too. The same is true in the next section wherewe discuss veri�cation of deadlock freedom. As a matter of fact, if we were onlyinterested in verifying partial correctness and deadlock freedom, we could restrictcp[P ] to �nite computations only. However, this is not su�cient when we verifyconvergence.3.2. Proof systemIn this section, we present the proof system together with some toy examples oftheir applications. First we introduce some notations. For two predicates f(y; y0)and g(y; y0; y0), let f stable when g be a shorthand for 8y; y0; y0: f(y; y0) ^g(y; y0; y0)! f(y0; y0) and f 0(y; y0) denote f(y0; y0).The proof system has two axioms concerning the two atomic statements as-signment and await.



8 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. HeAssignment axiompre! post[�e=�x](pre ^ d�x0 = �ee)! guarpre stable when relypost stable when rely�x := �e sat (pre; rely; guar; post)where d�x0 = �ee def= (�x0 = �e _ x0 = x) ^ 8z 2 (y � �x): z0 = z. There is exactly onecomponent transition in the assignment, which assigns �e to �x and leaves otherstate variables unchanged; it therefore satis�es d�x0 = �ee. In a typical computa-tion, there are a number of environment transitions before and after the com-ponent transition. Since pre holds initially, it follows from pre stable when relythat pre still holds immediately before the component transition. From pre !post[�e=�x], it follows that post holds immediately after the component transition,hence, due to post stable when rely, post holds in any states after a number ofenvironment transitions. An example of an application of this rule is:x := 10 sat (true; x > 0! x0 � x; true; x � 10)Await axiompre stable when relypost stable when relyP sat (pre ^ b ^ y = v0; y0 = y; true; guar[v0=y; y=y0] ^ post)await b then P end sat (pre; rely; guar; post)where v0 is a fresh vector of logical variables. The await statement says thatits body is executed when b holds and is atomic. Therefore the state transitioncaused by P (that is, the complete input/output mapping by P , and not theindividual transitions in P ) should satisfy guar. Since the guarantee-conditiondescribes state transitions while the post-condition describes states only, v0 isused to record the state before the execution of P , so that the veri�cation of theguarantee-condition for the await statement is transformed to the veri�cation ofa post-condition for the body P . Await statementawait x > 0 then x := x� 1 endsatis�es(x � 0; x � 0! x0 � 0; x0 � x; x � 0):Consequence rulepre! pre1; rely ! rely1; guar1 ! guar; post1 ! postP sat (pre1; rely1; guar1; post1)P sat (pre; rely; guar; post)This rule allows one to strengthen the assumptions and weaken the commitmentsof a speci�cation. Consider the example used to illustrate the assignment axiom.By applying the consequence rule, we obtainx := 10 sat (x = �2; x > 0! x0 � x; true; x � 10 _ x = �6):Sequential composition rule



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 9P sat (pre; rely; guar; mid)Q sat (mid; rely; guar; post)P ;Q sat (pre; rely; guar; post)As an example, fromx := x+ 1 sat (x � x0; x0 � x! x � x0; x0 � x; x � x0 + 1)x := x+ 1 sat (x � x0 + 1; x0 � x! x � x0; x0 � x; x � x0 + 2);where x0 is a logical variable, by the sequential composition rule, we havex := x+ 1 ; x := x+ 1 sat (x � x0; x0 � x! x � x0; x0 � x; x � x0 + 2)Conditional rulepre stable when relyPi sat (pre ^ bi; rely; guar; post)skip sat (pre ^ :(b1 _ : : : _ bn); rely; guar; post)if b1 ! P12 � � �2 bn ! Pn � sat (pre; rely; guar; post)The more common conditional statement if b then P else Q � can be de�ned asif b! P2:b! Q �. By our convention, when none of the guards hold, the state-ment terminates, and therefore if b! P � is the same as if b then P else skip �.Once we have shownx := 10 sat (x < 10; x � x0; x � x0; x � 10) andskip sat (x � 10; x � x0; x � x0; x � 10);we can apply this rule to obtain,if x < 10! x := 10 � sat (true; x � x0; x � x0; x � 10):The additional condition pre stable when rely is necessary, since the pre-conditionis only required to hold initially in the interpretation of a correctness formula.Without this assumption, pre may be violated by environment transitions, con-sequently causing the hypotheses Pi sat (pre ^ bi; rely; guar; post) andskip sat (pre ^ :(b1 _ : : : _ bn); rely; guar; post) to become inapplicable.Iteration rulepre stable when relypre ^ :b! postpost stable when relyP sat (pre ^ b; rely; guar; pre)while b do P od sat (pre; rely; guar; post)In this rule, assertion pre is an invariant for the loop. Note that it does not haveto hold in the middle of the execution of the loop body; what is needed is thatthe invariant holds initially and after each iteration. When we have shownx := x+ 1 sat (x � 10; x � x0; x � x0; true);by using the rule, we can deducewhile x � 10 do x := x+ 1 od sat (true; x � x0; x � x0; x > 10):Parallel rule



10 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. He(rely _ guar1)! rely2(rely _ guar2)! rely1(guar1 _ guar2)! guarP sat (pre; rely1; guar1; post1)Q sat (pre; rely2; guar2; post2)P k Q sat (pre; rely; guar; post1 ^ post2)Here the program of interest is P k Q. Assume the overall environment is R.The environment of process P consists of Q and R, and the environment ofprocess Q consists of P and R. Therefore, process P should be able to tolerateinterference from both R and Q. Hence, the strongest rely-condition that P canassume is rely _ guar2. For the same reason, the strongest rely-condition for Qis rely _ guar1. As a more concrete example, assume the overall environmentdoes not increase the value of x, captured by the rely-condition x0 � x, and thetransitions from P will not decrease the value of x, captured by guar1 de�ned asx0 � x. However, process Q in this case must be able to behave properly underthe interference which may both increase and decrease the value of x.It is easy to see that a component transition of P k Q is either from P or fromQ, and hence it satis�es guar1 _ guar2. When both P and Q have terminated,from the two sub-speci�cations it follows that both post1 and post2 are satis�ed.Just as in the Owicki & Gries method, auxiliary variables are needed in somecases to characterise the intermediate states of the executions. The following ruleallows properties of a program to be deduced from properties of the programaugmented with auxiliary variables.Auxiliary variable rule9z:pre1(y; z; y0)9z0:rely1((y; z); (y0; z0); y0)P sat (pre ^ pre1; rely ^ rely1; guar; post)Q sat (pre; rely; guar; post)providedi: z is a list of auxiliary variables in P; and any member of z appearseither in the left-hand side of an assignment, or in the right-hand sidebut only if the corresponding variable in the left-hand side is alsoone in z;ii: P coincides with Q when z is removed from the former;iii: z \ freevar(pre; rely; guar; post) = ;; where freevar(pre; rely;guar; post) is the set of free variables in the speci�cation:In this rule, pre; rely; guar and post do not contain free occurrences of anyvariables in z, while pre1; rely1 do not constrain the program variables in thesense that 9z:pre1(y; z; y0) and 9z0:rely1((y; z); (y0; z0); y0) are valid.Without this rule, the proof system in this paper would be incomplete. Thatis, some valid correctness formulas would not be deducible in the proof sys-tem. We do not restrict the kinds of auxiliary variables. However, later, in thecompleteness proof, only a special kind of auxiliary variable (namely a historyvariable) is needed. Nevertheless, experiments have shown that it is much easierto write speci�cations in which auxiliary variables are not restricted to such aspecial kind.



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 11We illustrate the use of the last two rules by an example.x := x+ 1 k x := x+ 1This simple program has been used many times to test whether a proof system forparallel programs is compositional. Let P1 be the program (x; z1 := x+1; z1+1),and P2 the program (x; z2 := x+ 1; z2 + 1), then P1 satis�espre : x = z1 = z2 = 0rely : (x = z1 + z2 ! x0 = z01 + z02) ^ z01 = z1guar : (x = z1 + z2 ! x0 = z01 + z02) ^ z02 = z2post : x = z1 + z2 ^ z1 = 1and P2 satis�espre : x = z1 = z2 = 0rely : (x = z1 + z2 ! x0 = z01 + z02) ^ z02 = z2guar : (x = z1 + z2 ! x0 = z01 + z02) ^ z01 = z1post : x = z1 + z2 ^ z2 = 1:By the parallel composition and consequence rules, P1 k P2 satis�espre : x = z1 = z2 = 0rely : x0 = x ^ z01 = z1 ^ z02 = z2guar : truepost : x = 2:Finally by the auxiliary variable rule, we getx := x+ 1 k x := x+ 1 sat (x = 0; x0 = x; true; x = 2):3.3. Soundness and CompletenessThis section is devoted to soundness and completeness of the system. Throughoutthe paper, we assume an arbitrary language in which the assertions are expressed.As a usual practice when concentrating on a program logic, we assume that thelogic for the underlying data domain is sound and complete, namely,` r i� j= r, for every assertion r.Completeness results of this sort are known as relative completeness [Coo78].The soundness theorem says that if one deduces that a program P satis�es aspeci�cation (pre; rely; guar; post) in the system, that is, ` P sat (pre; rely,guar; post), then this is true also semantically, namely j= P sat (pre; rely,guar; post).Theorem 1. (Soundness) The proof system in this section is sound.In this paper, we concentrate on parallel composition. Detailed proofs concerningother structures can be found in [XdRH95]. First, we show how to decompose acomputation in a parallel composition into computations of its subprocesses.De�nition 1. Computations � 2 cp[P k Q], �1 2 cp[P ] and �2 2 cp[Q] conjoin,denoted by � / �1 k �2, if and only if



12 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. Hei: len(�) = len(�1) = len(�2);ii: St(�i) = St(�1i ) = St(�2i ); for 0 � i � len(�);iii: for 1 � i � len(�); one of the following three cases holds :Tr(�1; i) = c; T r(�2; i) = e and Tr(�; i) = c;T r(�1; i) = e; T r(�2; i) = c and Tr(�; i) = c;T r(�1; i) = e; T r(�2; i) = e and Tr(�; i) = e;iv: P r(�i) = Pr(�1i ) k Pr(�2i ); for 0 � i � len(�);Two computations of P and Q can be combined into a computation of P k Q,if and only if they have the same state sequence and do not have c-steps atthe same time. The resulting computation of P k Q also has the same statesequence. Furthermore, in this computation a transition is labelled as c if this isthe label in one of the computations of P and Q at the corresponding position;a transition is labelled as e if this is the case in both computations of P and Qat the corresponding position.Lemma 1.cp[P k Q] = f� j there exist �1 2 cp[P ] and �2 2 cp[Q]; such that � / �1 k �2gProof. Direct from the transition rules. 2This lemma indicates that the semantics is compositional.Soundness of the parallel composition ruleLet  be an arbitrary logical valuation and assume that the following holds:j= P sat (pre; rely1; guar1; post1);j= Q sat (pre; rely2; guar2; post2);j= (rely _ guar1)! rely2;j= (rely _ guar2)! rely1;j= (guar1 _ guar2)! guar:Lemma 2. If � 2 A(pre; rely)() \ cp[P k Q] and � / �1 k �2 with �1 2 cp[P ]and �2 2 cp[Q], then each c-transition in �1 and �2 satis�es guar1 or guar2,respectively.Proof. If this is not the case, assume that the �rst c-transition which doesnot satisfy the guarantee-condition is from P at step k. From lemma 1, eache-transition in �1[0 : : : k] corresponds to a c-transition in �2 or a e-transition in�, therefore it satis�es rely _ guar2. Hence, �1[0 : : : k] 2 A(pre; rely1)(), butthis contradicts j= P sat (pre; rely1; guar1; post1), because one c-transitionin �1[0 : : : k] does not satisfy the guarantee-condition. 2Lemma 3. If � 2 A(pre; rely)() \ cp[P k Q] and � / �1 k �2 with �1 2 cp[P ]and �2 2 cp[Q], then each e-transition in �1 and �2 satis�es rely _ guar2 orrely _ guar1 respectively.Proof. From lemmas 1 and 2. 2Lemma 4. If � 2 A(pre; rely)()\cp[P k Q], then each c-transition in � satis�esguar.Proof. From lemma 2. 2Lemma 5. If � 2 A(pre; rely)() \ cp[P k Q], len(�) <1, and Pr(�last) = E,then (�last; ) j= post1 ^ post2 holds.



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 13Proof. Suppose � / �1 k �2 where �1 2 cp[P ] and �2 2 cp[Q]. From lemma 3and the hypotheses j= (rely _ guar1) ! rely2 and j= (rely _ guar2) ! rely1,it follows that �1 and �2 belong to A(pre; rely1)() and A(pre; rely2)()respectively. By de�nition 1, len(�i) < 1 and Pr(�ilast) = E for i = 1; 2.Therefore, (�1last; ) j= post1 and (�2last; ) j= post2 hold. By de�nition 1 again,(�last; ) j= post1 ^ post2 holds. 2It follows from lemmas 4 and 5 that the parallel composition rule is sound.Next we discuss the completeness issue. The completeness theorem says thatfor any program P and speci�cation (pre; rely; guar; post), if j= P sat (pre,rely; guar; post), then ` P sat (pre; rely; guar; post).The proof of the completeness theorem proceeds by induction on the structureof the program concerned. The basic idea is that if P is a compound statementP1&P2 (here & is a program combinator, and is called the main combinator of P1and P2), we �rst �nd two suitable sub-speci�cations (pre1; rely1; guar1; post1)and (pre2; rely2; guar2; post2), such that it follows from j= P sat (pre; rely,guar; post) that j= P1 sat (pre1; rely1; guar1; post1) and j= P2 sat (pre2,rely2; guar2; post2) hold. By induction, we obtain ` P1 sat (pre1; rely1; guar1,post1) and ` P2 sat (pre2; rely2; guar2; post2). When these two sub-speci�cations are suitably chosen, we can derive ` P sat (pre, rely; guar; post)using the appropriate proof rules.However, for the case that the main combinator is parallel composition, thissimplistic approach is not enough, because the required sub-speci�cations cannotalways be directly expressed. The solution is to introduce an auxiliary variable,transforming P1 k P2 into P �1 k P �2 , and use the above simple strategy to showthat it satis�es a related speci�cation (pre�; rely�; guar; post). Assertions pre�and rely� are chosen in such a way that ` P1 k P2 sat (pre; rely; guar; post)follows from the auxiliary variable rule.The use auxiliary variables to increase the expressive powers of the asser-tions was �rst discovered by Owicki and Gries, and they also pointed out that inthe completeness proof, it is su�cient to use a special auxiliary variable whichrecords the history of the execution. The auxiliary variable is therefore called ahistory variable. In an early attempt [St�90], St�len adapted the history variableconstruction to prove completeness of his system (which also contains an aux-iliary variable rule). Although there are certain minor de�ciencies in the proof,St�len's system is indeed complete.Below we give a new completeness proof for the rely-guarantee method. Themain idea of the proof comes from Stirling's brief remark in [Sti88] that hissystem is complete relative to Owicki & Gries' system, while the later one isshown to be relatively complete, in e.g. [Apt81]. Our proof is simpler thanthe one in [St�90], but more importantly, it reveals the connection betweenthe Owicki & Gries method and the rely-guarantee method at the completenesslevel.Let h denote the history variable, then its value is a sequence of the form(i1; �1)(i2; �2):::(in; �n), in which ik is an integer taking the value 1, 2 or 3,denoting whether the transition in question is from P1, P2 or the environmentrespectively, and �k is the state at the start of the transition. The pair (ik; �k)is called an ik record. Process Pi is transformed into P �i , by replacing successively



14 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. He1) each assignment �x := �e which is a normal subprogram (not a subprogramof an await statement) by �x; h := �e; h (̂i; y), and2) each await statement await b then P end by await b then h :=h (̂i; y);P end,where h (̂i; y) stands for appending (i; y) to h. Execution of boolean tests arenot recorded in the history, because they do not change the state. We de�nepre�(y; h; y0) def= pre(y; y0) ^ h = hi;rely�((y; h); (y0; h0); y0) def= (rely(y; y0; y0) ^ h0 = h (̂3; y)) _ (y0 = y ^ h0 = h):The relyi and guari conditions that we construct use an assertion PREi[R],which characterises the following set of states:f� j 9 P 11 ; : : : ; P k1 ; P 12 ; : : : ; P k2 ; �0; : : : ; �k�1; ; �1; : : : ; �k:hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �1! hP 11 k P 12 ; �1i �2! � � � �k! hP k1 k P k2 ; �i 2 A(pre�; rely�)();where R = P ki g:The states are from those con�gurations, whose program parts are R, reachedby computations of P �1 k P �2 , in which the initial state satis�es pre� and everyenvironment transition satis�es rely�. In this paper, we do not discuss the par-ticular power a language needs to express PREi[R]; in other words, we provewhat is usually called semantical completeness.The above notation is rather lengthy, so as an abbreviation, we shall writehP; �i �) hP 0; �0i 2 A(pre; rely), or simply hP; �i �) hP 0; �0i when the former isunderstood from the context, for9 P1; : : : ; Pk�1; �1; : : : ; �k�1; ; �1; : : : ; �k:hP; �i �1! hP1; �1i �2! � � � �k�1! hPk�1; �k�1i �k! hP 0; �0i 2 A(pre; rely)():Assertion PREi[R] can now be simply written as:9 �0; P k1 ; P k2 :hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP k1 k P k2 ; �i 2 A(pre�; rely�)();where R = P ki :For any program P , let P(P ) be the set of all the programs that could arise inthe con�gurations during the execution of P (including the empty program E).In the rest of this section,  is again an arbitrary logical valuation. For a state �which satis�es both PRE1[R1] and PRE2[R2], it follows from the de�nition thatthere exist P 01 and P 02 such that hR1 k P 02; �i and hP 01 k R2; �i are reachable. Dueto the structure of history variable, we have in fact a stronger result, that is, R1and R2 can be reached at the same time (namely, hR1 k R2; �i is also reachable).Lemma 6. (Merging lemma) For any states �; �0 and P 01 2 P(P �1 ), P 02 2P(P �2 ), if (�; ) j= PREi[R] and hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 01 k P 02; �i 2 A(pre�,rely�)(), then hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 01 k R; �i 2 A(pre�; rely�)(), when i = 2,and, similarly when i = 1, hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hR k P 02; �i 2 A(pre�; rely�)().Proof. We give a proof for i = 2. From (�; ) j= PRE2[R], it follows that9�0; P 11 . hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 11 k R; �i 2 A(pre�; rely�)(). We prove the lemmaby induction on the number of i records in �.Base step: assume there are no i records in �, then the transitions from P �i donot change the program variables (they can only be boolean tests in this case),



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 15and the construction is straightforward.Induction step: assume the lemma holds for the case n = k, now consider thecase n = k + 1. Suppose the history variable h in state � has the value ofthe form �0 (̂i; ��)̂ �00, where �00 does not contain any i records, then there exist�0; �00; P 01; P 002 ; P 0002 ; P 21 ; P 22 ; P 32 with �0(h) = �0 and �00(h) = �0 (̂i; ��); such thathP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 001 k P 002 ; �0i c! hP 001 k P 0002 ; �00i �) hP 01 k P 02; �i;and hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 21 k P 22 ; �0i c! hP 21 k P 32 ; �00i �) hP 11 k R; �i:By the induction hypothesis,hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 001 k P 22 ; �0i:Thus hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 001 k P 22 ; �0i c! hP 001 k P 32 ; �00i �) hP 01 k R; �i: 2Theorem 2. (completeness) The proof system in this section is semanticallycomplete.Proof. By induction on the program structure. Here, we only discuss the casethat the main program combinator is the parallel composition.Suppose j= P1 k P2 sat (pre; rely; guar; post), then we have j= P �1 kP �2 sat (pre�; rely�, guar; post). Letrelyi def= VR2P(P�i )(PREi[R]! PREi[R]0)guari def= relyj ^ guar; j 6= iposti def= PREi[E]Before proving j= P �i sat (pre�; relyi; guari; posti), we relate these asser-tions to the ones used in the completeness proof for the Owicki & Gries method.We have stated that the rely{guarantee method can be regarded as a com-positional reformulation of the Owicki & Gries method, and now we can seehow this is reected in the completeness proof. In the completeness proof forthe Owicki & Gries method, the pre-condition for each subprogram R in the lo-cal veri�cation is essentially the same as PREi[R], and the interference freedomtest requires proving for each atomic statement (assignment or await statement)Z in P �j thatfPREi[R] ^ PREj [Z]g Z fPREi[R]g:This interference freedom test can be interpreted as saying that if R is reachablein the current state, then it is still reachable in the state after a transition fromits environment. For process P �i , if the environment transitions satisfy relyi, thenby its de�nition, for any R 2 P(P �i ), PREi[R] is satis�ed after the transitionswhen it is also satis�ed before. Since the guarantee{condition of one processimplies the rely{condition of the other process, the same interference freedom isensured by the compositional method.Lemma 7. For any R 2 P(P �i ), j= (rely� ^ PREi[R])! PREi[R]0Proof. As before, we assume in the proof that i = 2.For any �; �0 such that (�; �0; ) j= rely� and (�; ) j= PREi[R] hold, we haveto show that (�0; ) j= PREi[R] holds. By the de�nition of PREi[R], there exist



16 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. He�0 and P 01 such that hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 01 k R; �i. It follows from the transitionrule hP 01 k R; �i e! hP 01 k R; �0i that hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 01 k R; �0i holds, thus(�0; ) j= PREi[R] holds by the de�nition. 2Lemma 8. j= (rely� _ guarj)! relyi for i 6= j, and j= guar1 _ guar2 ! guar:Proof. From lemma 7, one immediately getsVR2P(P�i )(rely� ^ PREi[R])! PREi[R]0= VR2P(P�i ) rely� ! (PREi[R]! PREi[R]0)= rely� ! VR2P(P�i ) (PREi[R]! PREi[R]0)= rely� ! relyi:By the de�nition of guari, 8j 6= i:guarj ! relyi. Therefore, j= (rely�_guarj)!relyi holds. It follows directly from the de�nition that j= guar1 _ guar2 ! guarholds. 2Lemma 9. For any n and hPni ; �ni, if there exist P 0i ; P 1i ; : : : ; Pn�1i ; �0; : : : ; �n�1,�1; : : : ; �n such that P 0i = P �i and hP 0i ; �0i �1! hP 1i ; �1i �2! � � � �n! hPni ; �ni 2A(pre�; relyi)(), then (�n; ) j= PREi[Pni ] holds.Proof. By induction on n. Without loss of generality, we assume in the proofthat i = 2.Base step: n=0, then Pn2 = P �2 and obviously (�0; ) j= PREi[Pn2 ].Induction step: assume the lemma holds for n = k, consider the case n = k + 1.If hP �2 ; �0i �1! hP 12 ; �1i �2! ::: �k! hP k2 ; �ki �k+1! hP k+12 ; �k+1i, then by the inductionhypothesis (�k ; ) j= PREi[P k2 ]. If �k+1 = e, then P k+12 = P k2 and by thede�nition of rely2, (�k+1; ) j= PREi[P k+12 ] follows. If �k+1 = c, then from(�k ; ) j= PREi[P k2 ], there exists P 01 such that hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 01 k P k2 ; �ki.Because hP k2 ; �ki c! hP k+12 ; �k+1i, we have hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 01 k P k+12 ; �k+1i.Thus, (�k+1; ) j= PREi[P k+12 ] holds. 2Lemma 10. For any hP �i ; �0i �1! hP 1i ; �1i �2! � � � �k! hP ki ; �ki c! hP k+1i ; �k+1i 2A(pre�; relyi)(), (�k ; �k+1; ) j= guari holds.Proof. By the de�nition of guari, we are required to show that (�k; �k+1; ) j=guar and (�k; �k+1; ) j= relyj (j 6= i) hold. Assume i = 2 in the proof.By lemma 9, (�k ; ) j= PRE2[P k2 ], thus there exists P 01 such thathP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 01 k P k2 ; �ki;thereforehP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hP 01 k P k2 ; �ki c! hP 01 k P k+12 ; �k+1i:From j= P �1 k P �2 sat (pre�; rely�; guar; post), it follows that (�k; �k+1; ) j=guar holds.To show (�k; �k+1; ) j= rely1, assume that (�k; ) j= PRE1[R] holds for R 2P(P �1 ), we have to prove (�k+1; ) j= PRE1[R]. By the merging lemma,hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hR k P k2 ; �kiand therefore it follows from the transition



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 17hP k2 ; �ki c! hP k+12 ; �k+1ithat hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hR k P k+12 ; �k+1iholds. Hence, (�k+1; ) j= PRE1[R] follows from the de�nition of PRE1[R]. 2Lemma 11. If hP �i ; �0i �1! hP 1i ; �1i �2! � � � �n! hE; �ni 2 A(pre�; relyi)(), then(�n; ) j= posti.Proof. hP �i ; �0i �1! hP 1i ; �1i �2! � � � �n! hE; �ni 2 A(pre�; relyi)() implies bylemma 9, that (�n; ) j= PREi[E], that is, (�n; ) j= posti. 2Summarising, we have so far shownj= (rely� _ guarj)! relyi j 6= i;j= guar1 _ guar2 ! guar;j= P �i sat (pre�; relyi; guari; posti);Hence, by the relative completeness assumption, the induction hypothesis andthe parallel rule, we have` P �1 k P �2 sat (pre�; rely�; guar; post1 ^ post2): 2Lemma 12. j= post1 ^ post2 ! post.Proof. Suppose (�; ) j= post1 ^ post2 holds. From (�; ) j= post1, we know thatthere exist �0 and P 02 such thathP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hE k P 02; �i:Because (�; ) j= post2, namely (�; ) j= PRE2[E] holds, by the merging lemma,hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hE k E; �i:From the assumption j= P �1 k P �2 sat (pre�; rely�; guar; post), it follows that(�; ) j= post. 2By the relative completeness assumption and the consequence rule, we nowhave ` P �1 k P �2 sat (pre�; rely�; guar; post);and �nally by the auxiliary variable rule, we get` P1 k P2 sat (pre; rely; guar; post): 24. Veri�cation of deadlock freedomIn the preceding sections, we have ignored the problem of deadlock. The state-ment await b thenP end provides a means of synchronisation, and it is only



18 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. Hesuccessfully executed when the boolean condition b is true. When condition bdoes not hold, the process is blocked, and can only become active again whenanother process sets this condition to true. This kind of waiting is essential forthe correct functioning of some algorithms. However, if the synchronisation state-ments are not used with care, it might happen that at a certain point all theprocesses of a system are blocked. Then no process can make a move anymore,and in this case the system is said to be deadlocked. Partial correctness does notexclude deadlocked computations, because only successfully terminated statesare required to satisfy post-conditions. Deadlock is clearly undesirable, for allthe concurrent programs that we are aware of are either supposed to terminatenormally or run forever, that is, they should never end up in deadlock. This sec-tion discusses veri�cation of deadlock freedom, that is, deadlock does not occur.4.1. Speci�cation and correctnessLet us �rst review the method of Owicki & Gries. To simplify the exposition,we assume that the program has only two processes. To use the Owicki & Griesmethod, one �rst identi�es the states in which it is possible for the two sub-processes to be blocked; assume waiti is the predicate characterising the possibleblocking states of the corresponding process. When the program is deadlockedin a state �, either both processes are blocked, or one is blocked and the otherone has terminated. Hence the following holds:(�; ) j= (wait1 ^ post2) _ (wait2 ^ post1) _ (wait1 ^ wait2);where  is the logical state. Therefore, if one can prove(wait1 ^ post2) _ (wait2 ^ post2) _ (wait1 ^ wait2) = false DF1then the system is deadlock free.St�len [St�90] observed one can verify deadlock freedom compositionally byincluding blocking information in the speci�cations. He suggested augmentingJones' speci�cation quadruple by another component wait; a program is correctwith respect to such a speci�cation if it is only blocked in states satisfying wait.A predicate actually equivalent to DF1 appeared in St�len's parallel compositionrule as the additional proof obligation. As a matter of fact, both Jones' suggestionof specifying interference and St�len's suggestion of specifying blocking representa typical strategy in formulating compositional rules from non{compositionalones: relevant information obtained from the environment process with the helpof its structure in the non{compositional method is made independent from thestructure and included as part of a speci�cation.We followed St�len's suggestion of augmenting Jones's speci�cation, but lookedat the problem from another angle [XuH91,Xu92]. Consider Owicki & Gries'deadlock freedom condition DF1 again. It is easy to show that DF1 is equivalentto (post1 ! :wait2) ^ (post2 ! :wait1) ^ (:wait1 _ :wait2):The predicate :waiti describes the set of states in which the process is notblocked, that is, either the process has terminated or is active. Let us rename:waiti by runi, then the deadlock freedom condition becomes(post1 ! run2) ^ (post2 ! run2) ^ (run1 _ run2) DF2



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 19It is easy to understand condition DF2: deadlock cannot occur if, 1) when oneprocess has terminated, the other one is not blocked, and, 2) at any time, atleast one process is not blocked. Note point 2) alone is not su�cient to ensuredeadlock freedom, because it does not rule out the possibility that one process hasterminated while the other one is blocked | point 1) is needed exactly for thispurpose. Notice that in DF2, the post-condition of one process implies the run-condition of another process, that is, they also form an assumption/commitmentpair. This is the reason why we favour including run (rather than wait) in aspeci�cation.A speci�cation is now of the form(pre; rely; run; guar; post):A program P satis�es such a speci�cation if, under the same assumptions as insection 3.1 concerning pre and rely, in additionP is not blocked if run holds:Formally, the program is not blocked after a computation � if and only iflen(�) =1_ Pr(�last) = E _ �last c! :Let � and  be a computation and an arbitrary logical valuation respectively,and de�neC(run)() def= f� j if len(�) <1 and (�last; ) j= run;then Pr(�last) = E or �last c!g;C(run; guar; post)() def= C(run)() \ C(guar; post)()The satisfaction relation is de�ned as:j= P sat (pre; rely; run; guar; post)def= 8:A(pre; rely)() \ cp[P ] � C(run; guar; post)():An example may help understand this de�nition. Take P as the programawait x = 1 thenx := 2 end:Clearly, when x = 1 holds, P is not blocked. The following correctness formulais valid:P sat (true; true; x = 1; true; true):This does not mean that the process cannot be blocked at all, and as a matterof fact, the following computation of P :� : hP; 0i e! hP; 2i e! hP; 1i e! hP; 5i;indeed ends in a blocked state, but it does not invalidate the correctness formulabecause the last state of � does not satisfy the run-condition x = 1, and thereforethe computation still belongs to C(run)(). The following computation of P doesnot invalidate the correctness formula either:� : hP; 0i e! hP; 2i e! hP; 1i e! hP; 5i e! hP; 1i;since, being a non-blocked computation (because hP; 1i c! holds), it clearlybelongs to C(run)(). On the other hand, P does not satisfy the speci�cation:



20 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. He(true; true; x = 5; true; true);as, for instance, the �rst of the above two computations of P does not belong toC(run)().4.2. Proof rulesThe proof system given in section 3.2 has to be modi�ed to verify additionallydeadlock freedom, but only the changes to the await and parallel compositionrules are nontrivial.Await axiompre stable when relypost stable when relyP sat (pre ^ b ^ v0 = y; y0 = y; true; true; guar[v0=y; y=y0] ^ post)await b then P end sat (pre; rely; pre! b; guar; post)where v0 is a vector of fresh logical variables.The await statement is not blocked if b holds. Because pre holds initially andit is stable with respect to rely, it holds before the statement is executed. Thisensures that under the run-condition pre! b, the await statement is not blocked.The await statementawait x > 0 then x := x� 1 endsatis�es(x � 0; x � 0! x0 � 0; x � 0! x > 0; x0 � x; x � 0):Parallel composition rule(post1 ! run2) ^ (post2 ! run1) ^ (run1 _ run2)(rely _ guar1)! rely2(rely _ guar2)! rely1(guar1 _ guar2)! guarP sat (pre; rely1; run ^ run1; guar1; post1)Q sat (pre; rely2; run ^ run2; guar2; post2)P k Q sat (pre; rely; run; guar; post1 ^ post2);We now argue that it is not possible for P k Q to be blocked, under the premisesgiven in the rule and the assumptions in the speci�cation. Suppose this is not thecase, namely, that P k Q is blocked in a state satisfying run. We demonstratethat it leads to a contradiction as follows. There are two possibilities for P k Qto be blocked: either one of the processes has terminated and the other one isblocked, or both of them are blocked. In the �rst case, suppose P has terminatedand Q is blocked. Hence, post1 holds by the premise P sat (pre; rely1; run ^run1; guar1; post1), and from the premise that post1 ! run2 is valid, it followsthat run2 holds too, thus, run ^ run2 holds. However, from the speci�cation ofQ, run^run2 ensures that Q is not blocked, therefore leading to a contradiction.In the second case, it follows from the premise that run1 _ run2 is valid and theassumption that run holds in the blocked state, at least one of P and Q is notblocked due to their speci�cations. Again, we have a contradiction.Consider the program



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 21await x > 0 then x := 2 end k x := 1:One expects that it satis�es(x = 0; x0 = x; true; true; x = 2):This can be deduced as follows. First, it is easy to prove that programawait x > 0 then x := 2 end(by the await and consequence rules) satis�espre : x = 0rely : x0 = x _ (x = 0 ^ x0 = 1)run : x > 0guar : x0 = x _ (x > 0 ^ x0 = 2)post : x = 2and program x := 1 satis�espre : x = 0rely : x0 = x _ (x > 0 ^ x0 = 2)run : trueguar : x0 = x _ (x = 0 ^ x0 = 1)post : x = 1 _ x = 2Second, applying the parallel compositional rule, we can establish that the orig-inal correctness formula.4.3. Soundness and completenessTheorem 3. (soundness and completeness) The extended proof system issound and semantically complete.We only mention the non-trivial changes in the proofs.Let  be an arbitrary logical valuation in the following proofs concerning sound-ness.Soundness of the await ruleWe only show that any �nite computation � from the await statement is notblocked if the run-condition pre ! b holds in the last state. Suppose � is ofthe form �0 e! �1 e! � � � e! �n, then it follows from pre stable when rely that(�n; ) j= pre. This, together with (�n; ) j= pre! b, implies that (�n; ) j= b,and therefore the await statement is not blocked.Soundness of the parallel ruleNow in addition, we have as part of the assumptionj= (post1 ! run2) ^ (post2 ! run1) ^ (run1 _ run2);and P and Q are not blocked if run ^ run1 and run ^ run2 hold respectively.Lemma 13. Under these assumptions,A(pre; rely)()\cp[P k Q] � C(run)().Proof. Suppose � is in A(pre; rely)() \ cp[P k Q], but not in C(run)(), then� is �nite, �last 6= E and :�last c!. Let len(�) = n. By the assumption that � 62



22 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. HeC(run)(), (�n; ) j= run. There are two possibilities, either one of P and Q hasterminated, but the other is blocked, or both are blocked. We only prove the �rstcase, and the second one is simpler. Suppose Q is the one which has terminated.From lemma 1, there exist �1 and �2 belonging to cp[P ] and cp[Q] respectively,such that � / �1 k �2. By lemma 3 and the premise j= Q sat (pre; rely2; run^run2; guar2; post2), we have (�n; ) j= post2. It then follows from the premisej= post2 ! run1 that (�n; ) j= run1, thus (�n; ) j= run1 ^ run, and thiscontradicts the premise P sat (pre; rely1; run ^ run1; guar1; post1), whichimplies that P is not blocked when run ^ run1 is satis�ed. 2Completeness of the parallel composition ruleWe need to �nd runi which is to ensure that the corresponding program P �i canproceed when it is in a state satisfying run ^ runi. First let us examine when anon{terminated program P can proceed. This can be easily described inductivelyby r(P ):r(P ) def= true; if P =�x := �e; while bdoS od;if b1 ! P12 � � �2 bn ! Pn �;def= b; if P =await b then S end;def= r(R); if P =R;S;def= r(R) _ r(S); if P =R k S:To this end, we can de�neruni def= VR2bP(P�i )((PREi[R] ^ run)! r(R));where bP(P �i ) def= P(P �i )nfEg (that is, the set of all proper programs that couldarise during the execution of P ). It is easy to see that P �i will not be blockedwhen run ^ runi holds. In addition, the following lemma has to be establishedas part of the proof obligations.Lemma 14. j= (post1 ! run2) ^ (post2 ! run1) ^ (run1 _ run2).Proof. First we show that j= post1 ! run2. Suppose this is not the case, thenthere exists a state � and a logical valuation  such that (�; ) j= post1 and(�; ) 6j= run2. By the de�nition of run2, there exists R 2 bP(P �2 ) such that(�; ) j= run, (�; ) j= PRE2[R], and (�; ) 6j= r(R)(�). It follows from themerging lemma thathP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hE k R; �ibut :hR; �i c!. This contradicts the assumption j= P �1 k P �2 sat (pre�; rely�,run; guar; post).The case for j= post2 ! run1 is the same, so what remains is to provej= run1 _ run2. Assume this is not the case, then there exist a state � and alogical valuation  such that (�; ) 6j= run1 and (�; ) 6j= run2, therefore, thereexist R 2 bP(P �1 ) and Z 2 bP(P �2 ) such that (�; ) j= run, (�; ) j= PRE1[R]and (�; ) j= PRE2[Z], but (�; ) 6j= r(R) and (�; ) 6j= r(Z). Consequently,(�; ) 6j= r(R) _ r(Z). By the merging lemma,hP �1 k P �2 ; �0i �) hR k Z; �i;



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 23but :hR k Z; �i c!. This again contradicts the assumption j= P �1 k P �2 sat (pre�,rely�; run; guar; post). 25. Total and weakly total correctnessIn the previous sections, the commitment part of a speci�cation allows in�nitecomputations provided the guarantee-condition is satis�ed. Sometimes, it is de-sirable to require a program to be convergent, that is, the program cannot loopforever if the assumption of the speci�cation is satis�ed. A program is weaklytotal correct, if it is partially correct and convergent. A program is totally correct,if it is weakly total correct and deadlock free.5.1. Speci�cations, correctness and proof rulesTo establish weakly total correctness, the speci�cation format for partial correct-ness (pre; rely; guar; post);is used; to verify total correctness, the speci�cation format for partial correctnessand deadlock freedom(pre; rely; run; guar; post):is adopted. In both cases, the interpretation of a correctness formula has theextra commitment that there are not in�nitely many component steps. Let � bea computation, de�neCl def= f� j � has only a �nite number of c{transitions.gConsidering total correctness, for example, we de�neC 0(run; guar; post)() def= C(run; guar; post)() \ Cl;and modify the satisfaction relation as follows:j= P sat (pre; rely; run; guar; post)def= 8:A(pre; rely)() \ cp[P ] � C 0(run; guar; post)():Since the only program structure which can cause divergence is iteration, itsu�ces to modify the corresponding rule.Iteration rule(Inv(�) ^ � > 0)! bInv(0)! :b(Inv(�) ^ rely)! 9� � �: Inv(�)0P sat (Inv(�) ^ � > 0; rely; run; guar; 9� < �: Inv(�))while b do P od sat (9�: Inv(�); rely; run; guar; Inv(0))where Inv is the parametrised invariant, and � and � are logical variables rangingover a set of ordinal numbers. As usual, 0 denotes the least ordinal and < denotesthe strict ordering of ordinals.One could also extend the proof system for partial correctness in section 3along the same lines. This leads to a system for weakly total correctness.



24 Q.{W. Xu, W.{P. de Roever and J.{F. HeIt was observed �rst by Back [Bac81] that natural number-valued loop coun-ters are insu�cient when unbounded nondeterminism is present. In the rely-guarantee method, although any particular program has only a bounded num-ber of choices at any moment, it is not reasonable to expect the nondeterminismcaused by the environment to be bounded too. Consider the following program:while x = 0 _ 0 < y doif x = 0 then x := 1else y := y � 1 �odSemantically, it satis�es the following speci�cation:pre : x = 0rely : (x0 = x) ^ (x 6= 0! y0 = y)guar : truepost : trueIt is easy to see that when x is set to 1, the value in y is the number of iterations.However, when x = 0, the environment can assign to y an arbitrarily large naturalnumber. Therefore, no natural number can be used as the loop counter beforethe loop is entered.De�ne Inv(�) byInv(�) def= (x = 0! � = !) ^ (x 6= 0! � = y);where ! is a constant ordinal bigger than all the natural numbers. The proofobligations consist of showing that the following formulas are valid(Inv(�) ^ � > 0)! (x = 0 _ 0 < y)Inv(0)! :(x = 0 _ 0 < y)(Inv(�) ^ rely)! 9� � �: Inv(�)0:and that if x = 0 then x := 1 else y := y � 1 � satis�espre : Inv(�) ^ � > 0rely : (x0 = x) ^ (x 6= 0! y0 = y)guar : truepost : 9� < �: Inv(�):The �rst two follow directly from the de�nition of Inv(�); for the third, we canchoose � = � and the rest is easy to prove by the de�nition of Inv(�). Thecorrectness formula for the conditional statement is also straightforward.5.2. Soundness and completenessThe new iteration rule is shown to be sound and semantically complete in [Xu92],but the details are rather tedious and do not provide any insights into concur-rency, and hence are omitted here.6. Related workIt is now well realised that parallel computer programs are among the mostcomplicated systems that human beings have ever constructed in terms of the



The Rely{Guarantee Method for Verifying Shared Variable Concurrent Programs 25number of interacting components and the degree of interaction. Constructingsuch systems has proven to be much harder than expected. This paper givesa systematic account of the rely{guarantee method developed along the linessuggested by Cli� Jones [Jon81]. The emphasis has been on compositionality.Using the rely{guaranteemethod, a number of examples have been worked out in[WoD88, St�90, Xu92]. Recently, Jones [Jon96] explores how the rely{guaranteeidea can be used in an objected{oriented setting.A number of researchers have incorporated the rely{guarantee ideas into ex-isting full temporal based logics; examples are the works by Abadi and Lam-port [AbL95] on TLA, by Collette [Col93] on UNITY, by Moszkowski on ITL[Mos94], and by Jonsson and Tsay [JoT95] on linear-time temporal logic.A related topic of research concerns the abstraction of the semantic model.In this paper, we concentrate on the proof methods, and have used a simplesemantics. To have a more abstract model, the program text should not be partof the observables. A semantics which only records state transition sequences isgiven in [XuH91], and to further promote abstraction, two closure conditions aresuggested. Brookes [Bro93] has studied a basically identical model independently,and has actually shown it is fully abstract with respect to partial correctness.In [MiC81], Misra and Chandy investigated a rely{guarantee method for an-other paradigm of concurrency, namely, the one based on message passing. Therely{guarantee methods for shared variable and message passing concurrencywere studied independently. But in fact the two paradigms are closely related,and the two parallel composition rules turn out to be special cases of a generalrule [XCC94].Acknowledgement This paper has evolved over a period of 4 years and we aregrateful to many people for discussions and comments, especially, we thank KetilSt�len, Tony Hoare, Chris Holt, Cli� Jones, Frank Stomp, Pierre Collette, ChrisGeorge and Job Zwiers. Suggestions from anonymous referees have led to manyimprovements.References[Apt81] K.R. Apt. Recursive assertions and parallel programs. Acta Informatica, Springer-Verlag, 1981.[AbL95] M. Abadi and L. Lamport. Conjoining speci�cations. ACM Trans. on Program.Lang. Syst., 17(3):507{534, 1995.[Bac81] R.J.R. Back. Proving total correctness of nondeterministic programs in in�nitarylogic. Acta Informatica, Springer-Verlag, 1981.[Bro93] S.D. Brookes. Full abstraction for a shared variable parallel language. In Proc. 8thIEEE Int. Symp. on Logic in Computer Science, 1993.[Col93] P. Collette. Application of the composition principle to Unity{like speci�cations.In M.-C. Gaudel and J.-P. Jouannaud eds., Proc. of TAPSOFT 93, LNCS 668,Springer-Verlag, 1993.[Coo78] S.A. Cook. Soundness and completeness of an axiom system for program veri�ca-tion. SIAM Journal on Computing 7:70-90, 1978.[deRo85] W.P. de Roever. The quest for compositionality. in Proc:IFIP Working Conf. TheRole of Abstract Models in Computer Science. North-Holland, 1985.[Jon81] C.B. Jones. Development methods for computer programs including a notion ofinterference. DPhil. Thesis, Oxford University Computing Laboratory, 1981.[Jon96] C.B. Jones. Accommodating interference in the formal design of concurrent object-based programs. Formal Methods in System Design, 8(2): 105{121, 1996.
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